
short tour description/route characteristics:
A tour with variation possibilities! 220 km, 310 km (with Damüls) or even 395 km long (with Damüls and Hahntennjoch)
The tour offers wonderful high mountain scenery, bends until you drop and - apart from the Fernpass - mostly little traffic.
First via Immenstadt, Zaumberg and Missen. From there via Ebratzhofen to Schönau. Here we take a very small road to the left via Heimhofen and Rutzhofen. Further 
then direction Simmerberg. Shortly before, turn left in the direction of Oberreute! Via Ihlingshof and Beule you get to Oberreute and then to Sulzberg. There you turn 
immediately left via "Schmuggelpfade" to the B 205, which you follow until Krumbach. Here again turn right to Oberlangenegg. Here there is a small road which - turn 
right - leads directly to Alberschwende-Müselbach! From there continue to Egg. Here turn right to Schwarzenberg and (turn left) back down into the valley to 
Andelsbuch. At Bezau turn left again and continue via Reuthe and Bizau to Schnepfau. Then to Au and there turn right to Damüls.
Up to the Faschinajoch (1486 m) and down to Fontanella and Sonntag. Via Bloms, St. Gerold and Thüringerberg to Schniffis. Here turn right to Düns and Dünserberg. 
The further way to Übersaxen offers beautiful deep views into the big Walsertal. Continue to Rankweil and then - turning right - up to the Furkajoch (1791 m). Via 
Damüls you reach Au again. Here turn right in the direction of Hochtannbergpass (1676 m). Via Warth the path then leads into the Lechtal. If you haven't had enough, 
turn right to reach Imst via the Hahntennjoch (1903 m). From there via Nassereith and to the Fernpass (1209 m). Mostly there is a lot of traffic here, so that it is rather 
tough to continue. At Bichelbach you turn right into the Berwanger/Namslos valley. Via Stanzach and Weißenbach, the Gaichtpass (1093 m) and the Tannheimer-Tal as 
well as the Oberjoch (1178 m) you finally reach Sonthofen again.
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